
At ISPT, we take great care to ensure 
that the impact of our investment and 
development decisions is positive on 
the environment and the communities 
in which we operate and for all our 
stakeholders, customers and employees.
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OUR LONG-TERM COMMITMENT TO ESG

At ISPT, we’re committed to creating growth 
for people and places through investing in 
property.
We exist to generate strong returns for our investors through 
creating meaningful and sustainable places for companies, 
government departments, retailers and communities to live,  
work and interact. 

  We do this by applying Environmental, Social and Governance 
(ESG) best practice initiatives to ensure the most positive  
outcomes of our investment activity are reflected in our care  
for the environment and local community, right through to 
suppliers, contractors and employees.

In every decision – from the selection of our supply chain 
partners to building materials – we aim to improve the wellbeing 
of all stakeholders and leave a positive legacy in the cities and 
communities in which we operate around Australia.

In this, our second annual ESG status report, we report on the 
key initiatives, metrics and outcomes of our commitment to 
sustainability. We’re proud of the positive contribution our 
management, employees and stakeholders make every day.
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ENVIRONMENTAL SNAPSHOT
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HARNESSING RENEWABLE SOLAR ENERGY
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ISPT is investing in solar power across its portfolio 
to support Australia’s clean energy future 
ISPT has commenced a four-stage national solar energy project  
installing solar photovoltaic panels on the rooftops of major buildings 
across our portfolio in the first national rollout of its kind in Australia.

In the first stage 13 properties, a mix of commercial buildings  
and retail centres, will house some 13,000 sqm of solar photovoltaic  
panels on their rooftops, converting sunlight to electricity. This 
renewable energy will in turn supply power to more than 350,000 sqm 
of net lettable area.

Commercial office buildings 50 Lonsdale Street in Melbourne and 
Sydney Central, at 477 Pitt Street, and shopping centres including  
Barkly Square in Melbourne will be able to reduce their baseload 
electricity consumption with this supplemental 1MW of solar power 
from October 2017.

  ISPT’s $1.2 million investment in this first stage of an ambitious  
four-year solar power plan, is forecast to produce a full return on 
investment in 3.5 years. It will see our customers and tenants benefit 
from lower power bills and greater energy security and for our 
investors, our market leadership in this area will boost property  
values and tenant attraction.

Energy efficiency has long been a hallmark of ISPT’s buildings,  
reflected in our commercial portfolio’s high 4.8-star rating under  
the National Australian Built Environment Rating System (NABERS).  
We estimate that the initiative will lift ISPT’s overall energy-efficiency 
level by up to 0.3 points under NABERS. 

Our goal of providing reliable, clean, low-carbon energy efficient 
property is a step closer with the delivery of this first stage of our solar 
energy program. Future stages of the program continue this ambition 
and include plans for battery storage and mini-grids in coming years.



$325,000 ISPT CORPORATE DONATIONS
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A  N E W  S TA N D A R D  I N  C A R E  F O R  C L E A N E R S

Three ISPT buildings achieve labour  
best practice
ISPT believes that the best outcomes for tenants, investors, 
customers and workers requires that all parties across the 
building cleaning supply chain support compliant, quality-
focused cleaning services and fair wages and labour standards.

Recognising that tendering and labour practices in the cleaning 
industry had fallen in recent years, ISPT became a founding 
member of The Cleaning Accountability Framework (CAF) 
and the first company in Australia to adopt the CAF in all our 
cleaning contracts around the country.

The Framework is an independent, multi-stakeholder initiative 
that establishes a new benchmark for labour and cleaning 
standards in Australia. Its certification scheme, which is in the 
pilot stage, creates clear requirements for contract employers, 
property owners, facilities managers and tenants in addition to 
relevant enterprise agreements or awards. 

Under CAF, properties are certified and awarded star ratings 
based on an assessment of cleaners’ treatment in the following 
areas:

• dignity of labour including fair contract pricing, correct payment, 
job security and the right to work

• compliance with tax and superannuation obligations
• transparent recordkeeping, such as provision of payslips
• compliance with workplace health and safety obligations
• financial viability of the contract employer
• worker engagement in implementing the framework
• responsible sub-contracting practices that are in accordance  

with the framework.

ISPT has partnered with CAF to pilot the Framework in three 
buildings. A thorough audit of the cleaning practices and 
employment processes at office buildings 50 Lonsdale Street 
and Casselden in Melbourne, and Wintergarden shopping 
centre in Brisbane were carried out and they are awaiting 
formal certification to be among the first CAF-compliant 
buildings in Australia.

  Daryl Browning, Chief Executive Officer of ISPT, noted that 
CAF provides transparency and accountability for responsible 
contracting practices and ensures that cleaners are rewarded 
fairly for their work. “ISPT is proud to have been a supporter 
of the Cleaning Accountability Framework since its inception 
demonstrating how we value workers rights,” he said. “Our 
customers value quality cleaning services when they are in an 
ISPT building. This leads to longer leases and ultimately returns 
for our investors, and the 50% of Australian workers these 
investors represent.”

ISPT is a member of the CAF 
working committee and committed 
to promoting the new standard 
within Australia’s property industry 
more broadly.
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GOVERNANCE SNAPSHOT
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Experienced leaders embed the principle  
of care across ISPT  
The ISPT Board has established an Environment, Safety 
and Operational Risk Committee (ESORC) as part of our 
commitment to provide safe places to work, shop and interact 
for all people who use and visit our properties, as well as the 
wider communities and environments surrounding them. This 
Committee is critical in not only managing and reporting, but  
also to integrating many facets such as health and safety, risk  
and sustainability across our business, our properties, employees 
and stakeholders.

  The ISPT board members who serve on ESORC are entrusted 
with overseeing ISPT’s strategy and policy across our responsible 
investment framework. 

Workplace Health & Safety 
ISPT’s workplace health and safety framework is of utmost 
importance to the organisation that holds safety as a core value. 
It takes all reasonable steps to mitigate any such issues associated 
with ISPT’s operations and to promote safe work practices. It 
establishes clear procedures for complying with relevant laws, 
reporting incidents and responding to notices and information in 
a timely manner. ESORC also manages the conduct of audits and 
tracks the overall progress of ISPT’s workplace health and safety 
strategies, projects and training needs.

Operational Risk Management 
The Committee also manages operational risk, or the risk that 
ISPT fails to achieve operational objectives caused by a failure 
of internal processes, people or systems, or from external 
events. ESORC has the power to compel management to report 
regularly, and, where appropriate, to establish new operational 
risk policies.

Environment and Social Sustainability 
ESORC also oversees the design and implementation of ISPT’s 
Responsible Investment Policy, which outlines the company’s 
principles regarding environmental sustainability and social 
sustainability. It monitors management’s compliance with its 
policies, encourages and monitors the integration of these 
policies into the culture and everyday business activities of  
ISPT and reports on key results in these areas.

  James Cain, Chair of ISPT, noted that all companies must be 
cognisant of their responsibility to act sustainably. “ISPT has 
a responsibility, as a very significant owner of institutional 
property in Australia, to reduce the extent of the environmental 
imposition we make. ISPT is making ambitious plans we believe 
are crucial in forging a sustainable future, at the same time 
as delivering value to our partners, investors, customers and 
employees.”

O U R  C O M M I T M E N T  TO  S TA K E H O L D E R S
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OUR ESG PARTNERS

To ensure best practice, ISPT partners and collaborates with organisations that are leaders in ESG. 

CONTACT For more information about ESG and ISPT please contact: esg@ispt.net.au or visit www.ispt.net.au
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At ISPT we value positive social and 
environmental outcomes and our aim 
is that our business activities not only 
contribute to, but secure a positive legacy 
for future generations of Australians. 
For more information about ESG and ISPT please contact:  
esg@ispt.net.au or visit www.ispt.net.au
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